The MMA MunEnergy Program Helps Municipalities Manage Their Energy Budget

MMA members are eligible to participate and take advantage of customized benefits such as the MMA’s exclusive electricity and natural gas supply contracts, flexibility in setting purchase pricing and terms to meet your community’s needs and strategic help in navigating a volatile market with the goal of securing budget stability. The MMA MunEnergy program electricity contract also allows for the flexibility to add renewable energy projects to your municipal facilities.

Why Municipalities Choose to Participate in the MMA MunEnergy Program

- The MMA has nearly two decades of experience working with Constellation to help solve the energy needs of Massachusetts cities and towns
- Access to the exclusive MMA contract that has been negotiated and vetted by the MMA’s attorneys who specialize in municipal energy issues and municipal procurement
- Ability to install renewable energy projects such as wind or solar without financial penalties
- On-call MMA attorneys available for questions or consultation with your city solicitor or town counsel
- Customized energy solutions specifically designed for Massachusetts municipalities
- Free online energy management tools to track usage and billing
- Experienced MMA MunEnergy program team members are available to present at your community’s energy meetings
- Dedicated MMA MunEnergy program team members analyze load profiles to offer various options for municipalities to manage their energy budget
Now’s the Time to Proactively Manage Your Energy Budget

Energy has risen to one of the top five expenses for many municipalities. Managing this expense in a complex marketplace requires knowledge of the energy market and sensitivity to municipal budget concerns. The MMA MunEnergy program can offer certainty with a fixed price solution, access to real-time market pricing, or a more complex risk mitigation strategy. The MMA MunEnergy program can offer customized solutions for your municipality.

Constellation is a leading competitive retail and wholesale supplier of power, natural gas and energy products and services across the continental United States. Constellation’s family of retail businesses serves residential, public sector and business customers, including more than two-thirds of the Fortune 100.

Explore Your Energy Options

The MMA endorses Constellation for electricity and natural gas. Constellation’s integrated solutions are designed to help MMA members intelligently buy, manage and use energy more efficiently. A direct relationship can bring the right solutions together quickly.

**Electricity**
- Fixed Price Solutions
- Secured Solutions
- Flexible Index Solutions
- Block Solutions
- Peak Load Management
- Minimize Volatile Pricing (MVPe) Program
- Information to Implementation (i2i)
- Transparency Product

**Natural Gas**
- SmartPortfolio Program
- Minimize Volatile Pricing (MVP) Program
- EnerPro/Energy Manager
- Fixed Price
- Fixed Basis
- Index

Constellation in the Community

Constellation strives to be a model corporate citizen committed to giving back to the communities we serve. In 2015, Constellation contributed $500,000 to Boston-area charities, such as the Boston Medical Center and the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, who were chosen as beneficiaries of the Constellation SENIOR PLAYERS Championship and our employees in this region contributed more 2,100 hours of their time as volunteers.